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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

'(CAB-TIMMERMANS)
16 September 2022 15:54

@daimlertruck.com'
șdaimlertruck.com; MES Daniel (CAB-TIMMERMANS)

RE: Invitation Panelist 12. October - Zero emission trucks and buses - 
Invitation to panel discussion keeping today's and tomorrow's world moving

Dear

Thank you for the invitation, which Daniel gladly accepts. I will not block his calendar as of 17hl5 on 12 
October.

Best regards,

Cabinet of Executive Vice-President Frans Timmermans

European Commission
BERL 12/^·
B-104^bmssels/Belgium
+321

_^ęęAęuron^eu

From: ^^^^^Mgdaimlertruck.com <^^^^^1@daimlertruck.com>
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2022 3:14 PM
To: MES Daniel (CAB-TIMMERMANS) <Daniel.MES@e^ump^^
Cc: ■■ (CAB-TIMMERMANS) ^_J®eçeuro2æeu>;

ļgdaimlertruck.com
Subject: Invitation Panelist 12. October - Zero emission trucks and buses - Invitation to panel 
discussion keeping today's and tomorrow's world moving

Dear Mr. Mes,
In view of the upcoming revision of the CO2 regulation for trucks and buses we 
are organizing ahiqh-level event on the 12th of October together with

Mercedes-Benz Trucks and 
Daimler Buses.

Our industry is transforming at high-speed to achieve a goal that unites society, 
industry and politics globally: to fight climate change.
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As one of the world's leading truck and bus companies, we feel it is our 
responsibility to drive this transformation forward as quickly as possible. Our 
ambition is very clear; having CO2-neutral transport on the road in Europe by 
2039 is our ultimate goal. To succeed, we need to bring many things together - 
not only zero emission products, but also a suitable charging infrastructure, 
planning certainty for our customers, and much more. It is a joint effort of 
industry and politics.

We would like to discuss these challenges and opportunities in depth with key 
stakeholders from industry and politics during an event in Brussels at Autoworld. 
It will take place from 4pm to 7.30pm and there we would also showcase our zero 
emission vehicles.
The panel discussion is scheduled from 17H15, followed by a cocktail reception 
and the opportunity to see our zero-emission vehicles live and get in-depth 
explanation on the different technologies, i.e. battery electric and hydrogen.

We would like to invite you to join us as a panelist. Your expertise and input 
would be highly appreciated for an interesting panel discussion.
Please do not hesitate to get back to me for any further details. 
We are looking forward to hearing from you.
Kindest regards,

We ^Trucks

Mit freundlichen Grüßen/Kind regards

Daimler Truck
EU Corporate Representation
133, rue Froissart
B-1040 Brussels
Tel.:+32
Fax: +32
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If you are not the addressee, please inform us immediately that you have received this e-mail by mistake, 
and delete it. We thank you for your support.
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